NOTICE

PRIME MINISTER FEE REIMBURSEMENT SCHEME (PMFRS)

==============================================

1. LAST DATE FOR VALIDATION IS **18.03.2016.**

2. THOSE WHO HAVE VALIDATED THEMSELVES ON THE HEC WEB PORTAL FOR PRIME MINISTER FEE REIMBURSEMENT SCHEME SHALL SUBMIT CNIC & FEE SUBMISSION RECEIPT TO MR. USMAN IQBAL, ASSISTANT TREASURER, KMU.

3. THOSE STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT VALIDATED THEMSELVES ARE REQUIRED TO VALIDATE THEMSELVES ON OR BEFORE **18.03.2016** AND ACCORDINGLY SUBMIT CNIC & FEE SUBMISSION RECEIPT TO MR. USMAN IQBAL, Assistant Treasurer OTHERWISE PAYMENT WILL NOT BE RELEASED AS PER INSTIRUCTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION, ISLAMABAD.